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Abstract

Previous investigations into formation flight have shown the possibility for significant fuel savings through drag reduction. Using two F/A-18 aircraft, NASA Dryden Flight Research Center has investigated flying aircraft in autonomous formation. Positioning the trailing airplane for best drag reduction requires investigation of the wingtip vortex effects induced by the leading airplane. A full accounting of the vortex effect on the trailing airplane is desired to validate vortex-effect prediction methods and provide a database for the design of a formation flight autopilot. A recent flight phase has mapped the complete wingtip vortex effects at two flight conditions with the trailing airplane at varying distances behind the leading one. Force and moment data at Mach 0.56 and an altitude of 25,000 ft and Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft have been obtained with 20, 55, 110, and 190 ft of longitudinal distance between the aircraft. The moments induced by the vortex on the trailing airplane were well within the pilot’s ability to control. This report discusses the data analysis methods and vortex-induced effects on moments and side force. An assessment of the impact of the nonlinear vortex effects on the design of a formation autopilot is offered.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFF</td>
<td>Autonomous Formation Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ay</td>
<td>lateral acceleration, g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>F/A-18 wingspan (37.5 ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>chord, ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>coefficient of force or moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_l</td>
<td>coefficient of rolling moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_m</td>
<td>coefficient of pitching moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_n</td>
<td>coefficient of yawing moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_f</td>
<td>coefficient of side force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>unit of gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>global positioning system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>pressure altitude, ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_X, I_Y, I_Z</td>
<td>moments of inertia about the X, Y, and Z vehicle reference axes, respectively; slug-ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_XY, I_XZ, IYZ</td>
<td>products of inertia, slug-ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>mass, slug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_X, M_Y, M_Z</td>
<td>moments about the X, Y, and Z vehicle reference axes, respectively; ft-lbf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p, q, r</td>
<td>components of angular velocity about the X, Y, and Z vehicle reference axes, respectively; rad/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ, q, r</td>
<td>components of angular acceleration about X, Y, and Z vehicle reference axes, respectively; rad/sec²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q_d</td>
<td>dynamic pressure, lbf/ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>wing area, ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>smoke generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>true airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>longitudinal position, b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>lateral position, b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Introduction

For thousands of years, birds have taken advantage of the aerodynamic benefits obtained by flying in formation. The traditional “V” formation—flown by many species of birds, including gulls, pelicans, and geese—allows each of the following birds to fly in the wingtip vortex-induced upwash flow field that exists just to the side of the bird immediately ahead in the formation. The result for the individual birds is a lower induced drag, allowing for a reduction in the energy required to maintain a given speed. A recent study reported energy savings between 11 and 14 percent for pelicans flying in formation, based on a reduction in heart rate. This power reduction applies to each of the birds aft of the leader. For migratory birds, formation flight extends the range of the formation birds beyond the range of solo birds.

The Autonomous Formation Flight (AFF) project was formed in an attempt to extend this beneficial relationship to aircraft. Led by the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (Edwards, California), the project has used F/A-18 aircraft (McDonnell Douglas Corporation, now The Boeing Company, St. Louis, Missouri; and Northrop Corporation, now Northrop Grumman, Newbury Park, California) to demonstrate the technologies necessary to perform extended close formation flight to reduce fuel usage or extend the range of a system of aircraft. The AFF team has included Boeing, the University of California at Los Angeles, and the NASA Ames Research Center (Moffett Field, California).

Although fighter aircraft have been used for the technology demonstration, formation flight drag reduction could be of most interest to improve cruise performance of larger military or commercial aircraft. System studies have shown that a 10-percent drag reduction for a commercial airliner conducting a daily Los Angeles–to–New York roundtrip results in reduced fuel usage in excess of $500,000 for each airplane each year, as well as emission reductions of carbon dioxide and oxides of nitrogen of 10 percent and 15 percent, respectively.

One byproduct of flying in the vicinity of the highly nonlinear wingtip vortex is the torque imparted on the trailing airplane. As figure 1 shows, when positioned in “V” formation on the right side—where the trailing airplane wingtip is near the leading airplane wingtip vortex—the trailing airplane left wingtip is receiving most of the vortex-induced upwash. This upwash produces greater lift on the left wing, which tends to roll the trailing airplane away from the leading one. This rolling moment must be counteracted by the pilot or station-keeping autopilot to maintain the formation.

Although fighter aircraft have been used for the technology demonstration, formation flight drag reduction could be of most interest to improve cruise performance of larger military or commercial aircraft. System studies have shown that a 10-percent drag reduction for a commercial airliner conducting a daily Los Angeles–to–New York roundtrip results in reduced fuel usage in excess of $500,000 for each airplane each year, as well as emission reductions of carbon dioxide and oxides of nitrogen of 10 percent and 15 percent, respectively.

One byproduct of flying in the vicinity of the highly nonlinear wingtip vortex is the torque imparted on the trailing airplane. As figure 1 shows, when positioned in “V” formation on the right side—where the trailing airplane wingtip is near the leading airplane wingtip vortex—the trailing airplane left wingtip is receiving most of the vortex-induced upwash. This upwash produces greater lift on the left wing, which tends to roll the trailing airplane away from the leading one. This rolling moment must be counteracted by the pilot or station-keeping autopilot to maintain the formation.

As the trailing airplane moves further left, the downwash side of the vortex from the leading airplane begins to affect the left wing while the upwash side influences the fuselage and right wing. The influence of the downwash starts to reduce the magnitude of the rolling moment to the right. Eventually, the resulting rolling moment on the trailing airplane has the opposite sign of and a larger magnitude than the rolling moment of only one wingtip aligned with the leading airplane wingtip vortex.

In fact, the vortex flow field induces changes to all of the forces and moments on the trailing airplane, as shown in subsequent plots. Pitching moment changes can be positive or negative, depending on airplane
position within the vortex flow field. Because the peak rolling moment occurs at the position of optimum drag reduction (13-percent wing overlap\(^2\)), the trim drag must be taken into account. In addition to the benefits for the trailing airplane, the leading airplane experiences no negative effects as a result of formation flight.

The highly nonlinear vortex flow field significantly increases the pilot workload and reduces the ability of the pilot to precisely maintain the optimum position for maximum drag reduction. Therefore, any realistic long-duration use of precise formation flight requires the use of a station-keeping autopilot. The autopilot must be able to track a commanded relative position or trajectory in the presence of gust disturbances and unsteady vortex effects. The design of a formation flight autopilot must be sensitive to the highly nonlinear, position-dependent vortex flow field; and requires an accurate mathematical model of the induced aerodynamic effects as a function of relative position and flight condition.

In support of the AFF autopilot design, a flight test program has been conducted to map the formation flight effects on two F/A-18 aircraft at four nose-to-tail separation distances and two flight conditions. Forces and moments have been calculated during pilot-in-the-loop, constant relative-position test points and compared with data measured outside the vortex influence. A database model of the rolling, pitching, and yawing moments and the side force increments caused by the vortex has been assembled. This database will be used—along with similar models for the lift and drag—to validate vortex-effect prediction codes, refine the formation flight autopilot design, and conduct accurate formation flight simulation studies.

**Experiment Description**

To acquire a complete map of the vortex effects on the trailing airplane, stable flight test points were defined over a “grid” in the lateral-vertical (Y-Z) plane (figs. 1–2). The trailing airplane pilot flew the grid of points at four longitudinal distances behind the leading airplane. A description of and the rationale for the grid points, four longitudinal distances, and two flight conditions are presented herein.

In a compromise between mapping resolution and flight test time, the test points were spaced one-eighth of an F/A-18 wingspan \((b)\) apart, or approximately 4.7 ft. The grid extended from 0.50 \(b\) high to 0.50 \(b\) low in the vertical axis, and from 0.25 \(b\) of wingtip separation to 0.50 \(b\) of wingtip overlap in the lateral direction. Figure 2 shows a graphical depiction of the test matrix.

The longitudinal positions were also referenced to \(b\), and were selected to match previously published experimental studies.\(^3\) When the location for optimum drag reduction was identified, a finer resolution of mapping was used in that area. Because the pilots had no indication in the cockpit of longitudinal position, the nose-to-tail distance was monitored in the control room and maintained by the pilot through radio calls. This monitoring was done to maintain both safety of flight and data quality.

The longitudinal positions were set at 2.0 \(b\), 3.0 \(b\), 4.0 \(b\), and 6.5 \(b\) (measured nose to nose), or approximately 20-, 55-, 110-, and 190-ft nose to tail, respectively. Because of the origin of the formation axes system (at the nose of the leading airplane), the \(Y\) and \(Z\) positions were positive out the right wing and down, respectively. A \(Y\) position of 0.25 \(b\) wingtip separation corresponds to approximately 10 ft between wings, whereas a \(Y\) position of –0.25 \(b\) wingtip separation corresponds to approximately 10 ft of wingtip overlap. The \(Z\) position was also nondimensionalized by \(b\), and although the formation axes system dictates that \(Z\) is positive down, the vertical positions within the test matrix are referred to as positive when the trailing airplane is above the leading airplane.

As previously described, the vortex effects from this series of flight tests were also to be used to validate preexisting data from vortex-effect prediction codes.\(^4\) To allow direct comparisons with existing analytic data acquired at a flight condition of Mach 0.56 and an altitude of 25,000 ft, extensive flight data were acquired at the same subsonic condition. Because one possible future application of AFF is for transport aircraft, flight data were also acquired at a transonic condition of Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft, which is representative for that class of vehicle. Note that each flight condition has a different flap setting that altered the lift distribution of the wing, and therefore the properties of the vortex.

The AFF research has been accomplished using two NASA Dryden F/A-18 research aircraft. The aircraft flew in clean configurations without stores for most testing. When in-flight flow visualization was desired, smoke generators were attached to a single wingtip on each airplane. The lead airplane is a two-seat, preproduction F/A-18 airplane; a single-seat F/A-18 airplane was used as the trailing airplane. Both aircraft have been instrumented with real-time angular rates and
a. Relative lateral position.

b. Test point matrix.

Figure 2. Vortex mapping grid.
linear accelerations; and the aircraft bus data include such data as control surface positions, fuel level readings, stick positions, and engine data. Because accurate relative-position data are crucial to the experiment, both aircraft have been equipped with a relative-position global positioning system (GPS). This system drove the guidance needles display used by the pilot in the trailing airplane to get into and maintain relative position with the leading airplane.

When at the flight condition, the pilot of the leading airplane engaged the standard F/A-18 autopilots to hold altitude, heading, and velocity. The pilot of the trailing airplane flew into the desired position behind the leading airplane by following the GPS-driven target display in the cockpit. This target position was selected by the pilot of the trailing airplane using a cockpit switch. The display consists of two needles usually used for an instrument landing system on a carrier-borne aircraft. The pair of needles guided the pilot to the target position, which was generally behind and to the right of the leading airplane. Using this target display system, the pilot maintained position for 30 sec. The GPS accuracy was on the order of 2.5 ft, plus or minus a standard deviation of 2. Postflight analysis of the data taken during this time was used to calculate the vortex-induced effects on the trailing airplane.

Methodology

The incremental coefficients caused by vortex influence were calculated as the difference between the free-flight coefficients (assuming no vortex interaction) and the actual flight-measured vortex coefficients (measured while the airplane was positioned within the vortex influence) at a particular flight condition. Figure 3 shows the data analysis process. A number of baselines, or vortex-free stabilized points, were periodically completed throughout each flight. The baselines assessed the effects of the asymmetries of the smoke generators. These asymmetries were accounted for in the force and moment calculations.

Free-Flight Model Calculations

The free-flight model was calculated using the F/A-18 aerodynamic database, which is a function of control surface deflections; angle of attack ($\alpha$); angular velocities corrected to the reference point; and flight conditions to determine the coefficients of rolling, pitching, and yawing, moments and side force ($C_l$, $C_m$, $C_n$, and $C_Y$, respectively). These flight data were used as input to perform table lookups of the free-flight aerodynamic coefficients. Because of the vortex influence on the angle-of-attack vanes of the trailing
airplane, approximating \( \alpha \) and angle of sideslip (\( \beta \)) was necessary. The \( \alpha \) of the trailing airplane was calculated using flightpath angle (\( \gamma \)) and pitch angle (\( \theta \)) and assuming the following:

\[
\gamma_{\text{lead}} = \gamma_{\text{trail}},
\]

and

\[
\gamma = \theta - \alpha; \tag{1}
\]

so subsequently,

\[
\alpha_{\text{trail}} = \alpha_{\text{lead}} + \theta_{\text{trail}} - \theta_{\text{lead}}. \tag{2}
\]

Because a reliable sideslip parameter was not available on the trailing airplane, the \( \beta \) was estimated as the difference in heading angle, \( \psi \), between the two aircraft. The estimated \( \beta \) was calculated as follows:

\[
\beta_{\text{trail}} = \psi_{\text{trail}} - \psi_{\text{lead}}. \tag{3}
\]

The necessary parameters were input into the F/A-18 aerodynamic database to get the resulting \( C_l, C_m, C_n, \) and \( C_y \) for the free-flight model.

**Vortex Calculations**

The flight-measured vortex model was calculated using the following closed-form equations:

\[
C_l = \sum \frac{M_x}{q_w S b},
\]

\[
C_m = \sum \frac{M_y}{q_w S c}, \tag{4}
\]

\[
C_n = \sum \frac{M_z}{q_w S b},
\]

\[
C_y = a_v \frac{mg}{q_w S}.
\]

Assuming the airplane is symmetric about the longitudinal-vertical (\( X-Z \)) plane,

\[
I_{XY} = I_{YZ} = 0; \tag{5}
\]

and the total moment equations simplify to

\[
\sum M_x = p I_x - r l_{xz} + q (r I_z - p I_{xz}) - r q I_y;
\]

\[
\sum M_y = q I_y + r (p I_x + r I_{xz}) - p (r I_z - p I_{xz}); \tag{6}
\]

\[
\sum M_z = r l_x - p I_{xz} + q p q_I - q (p I_x - r l_{xz}).
\]

Flight-measured data were used for \( p, q, r, q_w \), and \( a_v \), and the angular accelerators were calculated by differentiating the measured angular rates with respect to time. The vortex effect on the trailing airplane then was calculated as the mean difference between the vortex and free-flight models over the steady-state test point:

\[
\text{Vortex effect } \Delta C_i = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{Vortex } C_i - \text{Free-flight } C_i), \tag{7}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of data points.

Figure 4 shows an example plot of the data taken during a 30-sec test point. These time-averaged moment and force influences were plotted against true lateral position at each vertical position in the test point grid.

**Results and Discussion**

Although the vortex grid was mapped at four nose-to-tail distances and two flight conditions, only the data corresponding with conditions and nose-to-tail distances of optimum drag reduction are discussed herein. Extrapolation of the data assumed that the vortex-induced effects on the trailing airplane asymptotically approached zero as wingtip separation increased. Each plot has an incremental moment or force plotted against lateral position. Each line on the plot represents a different vertical position.

One source of possible error is GPS accuracy (on the order of 2.5 ft, plus or minus a standard deviation of 2.) In addition, different flying styles of the five pilots might have influenced the data, and certain positions in the formation were more difficult to fly because of the lack of a good visual reference (for example, very high vertical positions (0.50 \( b \)), or positions with nose-to-tail distances greater than 110 ft, or a combination thereof).

**55-ft Nose-to-Tail Separation at the Subsonic Condition**

The aircraft were flown with a nose-to-tail separation of 55 ft at a subsonic flight condition of Mach 0.56 and an altitude of 25,000 ft. The following sections discuss incremental rolling, yawing, and pitching moment and side force.

**Incremental Rolling Moment**

As the trailing airplane lateral position changed from separation to overlap, the vortex effects produced an increasing right rolling moment increment (fig. 5). The maximum rolling moment increment occurred at the \(-0.13 \ b \) lateral test point. At \(-0.25 \ b \), the rolling moment increment changed sign and became increasingly negative with further wing overlap. The rolling moment increments were
Figure 4. Example difference between vortex and free-flight models.

Figure 5. Incremental $C_l$ with lateral position at 55-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.56 and an altitude of 25,000 ft.
greater for a formation airplane flying below the leading airplane, with the maximum value occurring at a vertical position of approximately \(-0.13 \, b\). Note that this point also corresponds with the point of trimmed minimum drag.\(^2\) The vortex effect on the rolling increment at the \(-0.13 \, b\) vertical position was similar to that at the level position. The vortex effect was significantly weaker for all other vertical positions. The pilots generally were able to compensate for the vortex-induced rolling moments increments using less than 15 percent of their control stick authority.

**Incremental Yawing Moment**

Starting at the same altitude and moving to the left from behind and right of the leader, the trailing airplane yawing moment increment increased in a nose-right direction to a maximum value when the wingtips were aligned (fig. 6). The vortex-induced yawing moment increment at \(-0.25 \, b\) became nose-left at a shared-altitude vertical position. Pilots referred to the flying qualities at \(-0.25 \, b\) as “squirrelly” because both the rolling and yawing moment increments reversed direction with a small change in lateral position. At \(0.38 \, b\) wing overlap, the nose-left yawing moment increment was eight times the value of the largest nose-right yawing moment increment, but at a position only 15 ft further to the left.

Maintaining position was especially difficult in regions that had a large rate of change of the yawing moment increment with lateral position (that is, greater than \(0.25 \, b\) overlap). Additionally, the pilots noted that the variation in sign of yawing moment increment with vertical position (for example, \(Y = 0\) in fig. 6) further complicated the task. As noted in the rolling moment data, the greatest effect was observed at the \(-0.13 \, b\) vertical position.

**Incremental Pitching Moment**

The trailing airplane experienced an increasing nosedown pitching moment increment as wingtip overlap increased to \(0.10 \, b\) at the level vertical position (fig. 7). With more overlap, the pitching moment increment eventually became noseup. The largest nosedown effects were observed at the level vertical position. Although the effect at a vertical position of \(-0.13 \, b\) was similar to the effect at a level position, the pitching moment increment was more noseup with wing overlap. These trends held true for almost all vertical positions, and the vortex effect became more benign as the vertical distance increased. The pitching moment increment reversal

![Figure 6. Incremental $C_n$ with lateral position at 55-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.56 and an altitude of 25,000 ft.](image)
occurred at approximately 0.30 $b$ wing overlap for the level and 0.13 $b$ vertical positions. The pilots commented that they did not have difficulty adapting to the varying pitch effects.

**Incremental Side Force**

Starting at the same altitude and moving to the left from behind and to the right of the leading airplane, the trailing airplane encountered a side force increment to the right (fig. 8). With increasing wing overlap, the side force increment steadily became more to the right, increasing rapidly as the wing overlap approached 0.40 $b$. Like the moments, the greatest transients in side force increment were encountered when level or nearly level ($\pm0.13$ $b$) with the leading airplane. At positions with significant wing overlap, the incremental side force became very sensitive to position, most likely as a result of the vortex interaction with the fuselage and vertical tails of the trailing airplane.

**110-ft Nose-to-Tail Separation at the Subsonic Condition**

The aircraft were flown again at the same flight condition, but this time with a nose-to-tail separation of 110 ft. Flight test results again are given for incremental rolling, yawing, and pitching moments and side force.

**Incremental Rolling Moment**

The incremental rolling moments at 110-ft nose-to-tail separation had the same shape as those at 55-ft, but the peak values tended to be less (fig. 9). As in the previous condition, the vertical positions at altitudes with or closely below the leading airplane received the greatest effect. Of note is the variation in incremental rolling moment for the $-0.25$ $b$ vertical position. After peaking at the 0.13 $b$ lateral position, the right rolling moment increment rapidly degraded to a much stronger left rolling moment increment within 10 ft of lateral position.

**Incremental Yawing Moment**

A few differences exist in yawing moment increment between 55-ft and 110-ft nose-to-tail separation. The peak nose-right values for the 0.13 $b$ and all low vertical positions are significantly larger (positive) at 110-ft (fig. 10) than at 55-ft nose-to-tail separation. The corresponding peak values also occurred further inboard than they did at 55-ft. The yawing moment increment at the level vertical position did not change much from 55-ft to 110-ft nose-to-tail separation. Also of note is the shape of the yawing moment increments with large wingtip overlap, as the values remained as variable as those at 55-ft nose-to-tail separation.
Figure 8. Incremental $C_Y$ with lateral position at 55-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.56 and an altitude of 25,000 ft.

Figure 9. Incremental $C_I$ with lateral position at 110-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.56 and an altitude of 25,000 ft.
Incremental Pitching Moment

With more longitudinal distance between the aircraft, the vortex effects on the incremental pitching moment were approximately the same (fig. 11). The vortex effect on the incremental pitching moment for the level and \(-0.13 \, b\) vertical positions is slightly less near the lateral position for minimum drag, or \(Y = -0.13 \, b\).

Incremental Side Force

The vortex had a greater effect on the side force increment at 110-ft (fig. 12) than at 55-ft nose-to-tail separation. For the lower vertical positions, the side force increment was consistently to the left over the range of lateral positions. Conversely, the side force increment for the higher vertical positions was consistently to the right over the same lateral range. The exceptions were side force increments at the level and \(\pm 0.13 \, b\) vertical positions. The side force increments at these positions peaked in a leftward direction at the \(0.13 \, b\) lateral position, then increased steadily in a rightward direction as wing overlap increased.

55-ft Nose-to-Tail Separation at the Transonic Condition

The aircraft were again flown with a nose-to-tail separation of 55 ft, but this time at a transonic flight condition of Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft. The following sections discuss flight test results for incremental rolling, yawing, and pitching moments and side force.

Incremental Rolling Moment

The rolling moment increment trends at the transonic condition have the same shape as those at the subsonic condition for 55-ft nose-to-tail separation, but the peak values for the level and \(-0.13 \, b\) vertical positions are slightly smaller (fig. 13). With significant wing overlap, the rolling moment increments at the transonic conditions were less transient than at the subsonic condition. Overall, the vortex effects on the incremental rolling moment were weaker at the transonic condition.

Incremental Yawing Moment

The trends of the incremental yawing moment at the transonic condition and 55-ft nose-to-tail separation are significantly more uniform than those at the subsonic condition (fig. 14). Of note are the \(-0.13 \, b\) and \(0.50 \, b\) vertical positions. Their corresponding peak values most closely follow the trends at the subsonic condition. The vortex effects on the incremental yawing moment were weaker at the transonic condition.

Figure 10. Incremental \(C_n\) with lateral position at 110-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.56 and an altitude of 25,000 ft.
Figure 11. Incremental $C_m$ with lateral position at 110-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.56 and an altitude of 25,000 ft.

Figure 12. Incremental $C_Y$ with lateral position at 110-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.56 and an altitude of 25,000 ft.
Figure 13. Incremental $C_l$ with lateral position at 55-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft.

Figure 14. Incremental $C_n$ with lateral position at 55-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft.
Incremental Pitching Moment

As with the subsonic condition, the vortex at the transonic condition had the most effect on the incremental pitching moment at the level and ±0.13 b vertical positions (fig. 15), with slightly increased peak nosedown values for the latter. Although the effects on the incremental pitching moment induced a nosedown attitude for almost all the test points at this condition, the effects of the vortex diminish with increased vertical separation from the leading airplane.

Incremental Side Force

The side force increment was much more benign at this flight condition and nose-to-tail distance, and remained nearly zero for virtually all extreme high and low vertical positions (fig. 16). The level, ±0.13 b, and 0.25 b vertical positions yielded a rightward direction with wing overlap, similar to the trends at the subsonic flight condition but not as severe.

110-ft Nose-to-Tail Separation at the Transonic Condition

The aircraft were flown again at the transonic condition, but this time with a nose-to-tail separation of 110 ft. Results again are discussed for incremental rolling, yawing, and pitching moment and side force.

Incremental Rolling Moment

At 110-ft nose-to-tail separation, the vortex effect on the incremental rolling moment of the trailing airplane at the transonic condition (fig. 17) was very similar to that at the subsonic condition. For all high vertical positions, the peak right rolling moment increments occurred further outboard than at the subsonic condition. At the 0.25 b lateral position, the vortex had a greater effect on the 0.13 b and 0.25 b vertical positions at the transonic conditions than at the subsonic condition. The greatest effects were at the level and -0.13 b vertical positions.

![Figure 15](image_url)

Figure 15. Incremental $C_{m}$ with lateral position at 55-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft.
Figure 16. Incremental $C_Y$ with lateral position at 55-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft.

Figure 17. Incremental $C_I$ with lateral position at 110-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft.
Incremental Yawing Moment

For the yawing moment increment, a few differences existed between the vortex effects at the subsonic and transonic condition (110-ft nose-to-tail separation). As wing overlap increased, the peak values at the level and $\pm 0.13\ b$ vertical positions varied greatly and were characterized by steep nose-left gradients with more than 20-percent wing overlap (fig. 18). At approximately 25-percent overlap, the yawing moment increments at the $0.13\ b$ and level vertical positions reversed direction; this reversal is not evident from data at any other flight condition or test point. The vortex effects were weaker with significant wing overlap for almost all vertical positions. Overall, the vortex had a greater effect on the yawing moment increment at the transonic condition and 110-ft nose-to-tail separation.

Incremental Pitching Moment

Little difference exists between the two flight conditions for the pitching moment increment. The trends were the same at the transonic condition, but the pitching moment increment for all vertical positions was nosedown with less than 20 percent of wing overlap, and noseup as wing overlap increased (fig. 19). Of note are the peak noseup values for the level and $\pm 0.13\ b$ vertical positions, as they are much closer in value than at the subsonic condition.

Incremental Side Force

Like the yawing moment increment, the side force increment caused by the vortex effect at the transonic condition was much less uniform at the middle vertical positions when compared with the results from the subsonic condition (fig. 20). The vortex had the most effect on the level and $0.13\ b$ vertical positions. When level with or $0.13\ b$ above the leading airplane, the side force increment changed direction from left to right at 25-percent wing overlap (fig. 20). This change might be caused by the vortex impingement on the fuselage and vertical tails. The influence on the other vertical positions was slightly reduced.

Figure 18. Incremental $C_n$ with lateral position at 110-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft.
Figure 19. Incremental $C_m$ with lateral position at 110-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft.

Figure 20. Incremental $C_Y$ with lateral position at 110-ft nose-to-tail separation at Mach 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft.
Concluding Remarks

In-flight measurements of the side force and moment on a trailing F/A-18 airplane induced by the wingtip vortex of a leading F/A-18 airplane were obtained. These flight tests demonstrated that nearly all vortex-induced effects are easily compensable by the pilot. The vortex mapping completed in this series of flight tests showed that the incremental side force and moments have multiple peaks, and the sensitivity to position in the formation changes with flight condition and nose-to-tail distance.

The vortex-induced incremental side force and moments first peaked at a lateral position of 13-percent wing overlap and vertical positions of level and 13-percent below the leading airplane. These peak vortex effects were coincident with the position for maximum drag reduction, and the incremental force and moments were more sensitive to formation position further inboard of these peaks.

The flight data suggest the vortex effects with increased longitudinal distance were weaker in pitch and roll, but stronger in yaw and side force. At 55-ft nose-to-tail separation, vortex effects at transonic conditions were weaker than those encountered at subsonic conditions. At transonic conditions and 110-ft nose-to-tail separation, vortex effects were weaker in pitch and roll but stronger in yaw and side force compared with the effects at subsonic conditions. Although the vortex effects on the trailing airplane were found to peak in the area of maximum drag reduction, these effects were well within the capability of the pilot; and therefore, the aerodynamic effects did not appear to jeopardize the success of a formation flight controller design for this type of aircraft.

The fact that moment peaks corresponded with the areas of maximum drag reduction poses obvious issues for an autonomous flight control system. The control system must be robust enough to handle the sensitive moment changes that occur in the area of 13-percent wingtip overlap and 13-percent below the leading airplane. The system must also be precise enough to maintain position to the degree that all fuel savings are not lost to position maintenance, trim drag, and constant throttle changes.

Although the largest moments occurred with significant wing overlap, the control system must remain stable in this very transient environment to achieve maximum fuel savings. A control system for a possible commercial application must also be able to handle an inadvertent position change without injuring passengers. This database can be used for further study of autonomous formation flight control system design and flying quality analysis, and for determining if aerodynamic prediction codes can reliably estimate these effects for future applications.
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